Simultaneous Recovery of RNA and DNA from Soils and Sediments
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Recovery of mRNA from environmental samples for measurement of in situ metabolic activities is a significant challenge. A robust, simple, rapid, and effective method was developed for simultaneous recovery of both RNA and DNA from soils of diverse composition by adapting our previous grinding-based cell lysis method (Zhou et al., Appl. Environ. Microbiol. 62:316–322, 1996) for DNA extraction. One of the key differences is that the samples are ground in a denaturing solution at a temperature below 0°C to inactivate nuclease activity. Two different methods were evaluated for separating RNA from DNA. Among the methods examined for RNA purification, anion exchange resin gave the best results in terms of RNA integrity, yield, and purity. With the optimized protocol, intact RNA and high-molecular-weight DNA were simultaneously recovered from 19 soil and stream sediment samples of diverse composition. The RNA yield from these samples ranged from 1.4 to 56 μg g of soil−1 dry weight), whereas the DNA yield ranged from 23 to 435 μg g−1. In addition, studies with the same soil sample showed that the DNA yield was, on average, 40% higher than that in our previous procedure and 68% higher than that in a commercial bead milling method. For the majority of the samples, the DNA and RNA recovered were of sufficient purity for nuclease digestion, microarray hybridization, and PCR or reverse transcription-PCR amplification.

The application of culture-independent nucleic acid techniques has greatly advanced the detection and identification of microorganisms in natural environments (2, 4, 17, 39, 42, 48). However, successful application of molecular techniques relies on effective recovery of nucleic acids from environmental samples. A variety of methods have been developed and used to directly recover nucleic acids from environmental samples. Among the methods not developed for recovering mRNA from environmental samples. Since RNA is not stable, recovery of intact RNA from environmental samples is a great challenge.

The RNA/DNA ratio is an important indicator of the metabolic status of bacterial (8, 19, 21, 28, 34) and microbial (10, 11) communities. Such a ratio can allow researchers to address questions concerning whether the response of a microbial community to environmental change is due to a population increase or activity increase. To obtain a reliable RNA/DNA ratio, both RNA and DNA should be recovered from environmental samples without bias. However, unbiased recovery of both DNA and RNA is a significant challenge due to microbial heterogeneity in natural environments, variations in experimental conditions, and differences in interactions of DNA and RNA molecules with environmental matrices. Although it is difficult to eliminate all sources of variation, variation originating from microbial heterogeneity and extraction conditions can be minimized if the RNA and DNA are simultaneously extracted from the same fraction of the sample. Also, in many cases (e.g., marine sediment samples, subsurface soil and groundwater samples, and microbial samples from patients), the amount of sample is very limited, and thus recovering all of the RNA and DNA is critical for microbial analysis. Therefore, simultaneous recovery of both RNA and DNA from the same samples will have great advantages in alleviating the recovery bias and sample quantity limitations. However, no methods designed for recovery of mRNA offer the capability of simultaneous DNA recovery from environmental samples.

Because microbial cells may remain tightly bound to soil colloids, soils high in clay and/or organic matter pose particular challenges to the recovery of RNA and DNA. Thus, the effectiveness and robustness of methods for extracting RNA and DNA need to be evaluated with a variety of diverse samples. Although many methods have been developed for extracting RNA from environmental samples (1, 5, 9, 18, 27, 32, 35, 38, 43, 47), they have not been rigorously tested with a variety of soils and sediments. Thus, the general applicability of these nucleic acid recovery methods is unknown for comparative ecological studies.

An ideal procedure for recovering nucleic acids from environmental samples should meet several criteria. (i) The nucleic acid recovery efficiency should be high and not biased so that the final nucleic acids are representative of the total nucleic acids within the naturally occurring microbial community, (ii) The RNA and DNA fragments should be as large as possible so that molecular studies, such as community gene library construction and gene cloning, can be carried out, (iii) The RNA and DNA should be of sufficient purity for reliable enzyme digestion, hybridization, reverse transcription, and PCR amplification. (iv) The RNA and DNA should be extracted simultaneously from the same sample so that direct comparative studies can be performed. This will also be particularly important for analyzing samples of small size. (v) The extraction and purification protocol should be kept simple as much as possible so that the whole recovery process is rapid and inex-
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pensive. (vi) The extraction and purification protocol should be robust and reliable, as demonstrated with many diverse environmental samples. However, none of the previous nucleic acid extraction methods have been evaluated and optimized based on all the above important criteria.

The objective of this study was to develop a robust, simple, rapid, and effective method for simultaneous recovery of intact high-molecular-weight DNA from soils of diverse composition. We adapted our previous method that was shown to offer excellent recovery of high-molecular-weight DNA from soils of diverse composition (49). We systematically developed our extraction procedure by considering all of the above criteria. Our results showed that this is a robust, reliable, and effective method for simultaneously recovering both mRNA and DNA from the same environmental sample.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Soil collection and characterization.** Soils and stream sediments (Table 1) collected in the Great Smoky Mountains and at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Environmental Research Reservation in eastern Tennessee were homogenized by manual mixing, frozen in liquid nitrogen, transported on dry ice, and stored at −40°C. Soil samples were air dried, weighed, and used for soil characterization. Soil samples used for particle size analysis were pretreated with hydrogen peroxide to remove organic material and dispersed using sodium-laurylsarcosine and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) on RNA integrity were tested to evaluate mRNA quality based on electrophoresis. However, rRNAs are abundant, and distinct bands can be visualized in agarose gels. Since 23S rRNA is bigger than 16S rRNA, the 23S band will be more intense than the 16S band if the extent of RNA damage. The conditions for extracting total RNA were optimized with a pure culture *Pseudomonas* sp. strain KC on the basis of our previously described soil DNA extraction method (49). Cultures (2 or 4 ml) grown overnight at 30°C in 100 ml of R2A medium (12) were collected by centrifugation at 5,000 x g for 10 min, and lysed with the SDS-based lysis method without grinding or freeze-thawing cycles. The buffer was changed from pH 8.0 to pH 7.0, and the incubation time at 65°C was varied from 0.5 to 2 h in 0.5 increments. The enhancement of proteinase K on the integrity of RNA was examined using concentrations of 10, 50, and 100 μg ml⁻¹. The effects of salt concentration and dyes (N-laurylsarcosine and sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS]) on RNA integrity were tested at pH 7.0. Total nucleic acids were electrophoresed at 2.5 or 3 V cm⁻¹ in 1 or 1.2% agarose formaldehyde gels as described by Maniatis et al. (25). Because the size and amount of DNA is heterogenous and RNA is abundant, it is difficult to evaluate mRNA quality based on electrophoresis. However, rRNAs are abundant, and distinct bands can be visualized in agarose gels. Since 23S rRNA is bigger than 16S rRNA, the 23S band will be more intense than the 16S band if no degradation occurs. Thus electrophoretic assessment of 23S/16S rRNA stoichiometry was used as an indication of total RNA quality (25). Optimal extraction conditions determined by pure culture assays were used in all subsequent soil nucleic acid extraction analyses.

(ii) Effects of lysis methods on RNA quality. Lysis of soil microorganisms that include gram-positive bacteria and fungi is a significant challenge. The effects of four combinations of lysis methods concerning the quality and quantity of total nucleic acids were compared using 4-g samples of an A-horizon soil collected in Knoxville, Tenn. (sample KA in Table 1): (i) grinding and freeze–thawing (65°C) with proteinase K, (ii) grinding and freeze-thawing without proteinase K, (iii) grinding in a denaturing solution with freeze-thawing, and (iv) grinding in a denaturing solution. All soil samples were supplemented with sterilized sand and ground in liquid N₂ until thawed three times. The samples for treatment iii and treatment iv were ground after adding 1 ml of denaturing solution (4 M guanidine isothiocyanate, 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.0], 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% 2-mercaptoethanol). Samples for treatments i and ii were ground after adding 1 ml of extract buffer (see below). The samples used for treatments i and ii were subjected to three freeze-thawing cycles. Each treatment had three replicates. Nucleic acid extraction was carried out as described previously (50) except for buffer pH 7.0 and incubation time (1 h at 65°C).

(iii) Separation of RNA from DNA and purification. Total crude nucleic acids extracted from 4 g of sample KA (Table 1) were used to evaluate two different
approaches for separating RNA from DNA in crude extracts. First, pH-dependent differential organic extraction was tested using Trizol LS Reagent (Life Technologies) and a procedure for the rapid extraction of RNA from mammalian tissue and gram-negative bacteria (3, 7). Second, RNA was separated from DNA using a Qiagen (Santa Clarita, Calif.) Tip 100 RNA-DNA purification system. DNA that did not bind to the column and remained in the flowthrough (flowthrough DNA) was precipitated with 0.1 volume of 5 M NaCl and 0.6 volume of isopropanol and combined with the DNA that was eluted from the column (column DNA).

(iv) Nucleic acid purification. After separation, five commercial reagent systems were tested for further purification of the separated RNA: (i) Sephadex G-75 size exclusion resin (500 μl); (ii) Qiagen Total Nucleic Acid purification system with the Qiagen Tip 20; (iii) the SV Total RNA isolation system (Promega, Madison, Wis.); (iv) the NucleoBond system (Clontech, Palo Alto, Calif.); and (v) RNA Tack Resin (BIOTECX Laboratories, Houston, Tex.). RNA purification with different commercial systems was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was purified twice using the Wizard DNA Clean-Up system (Promega) as described previously (49). Purified RNA was treated with RQ1 RNase-free DNase I (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Extraction of RNA and DNA from diverse soils and sediments. The following optimized procedure was used to simultaneously recover RNA and DNA from diverse soils and sediments (Fig. 1). Two-gram soil samples measured from frozen stocks were mixed with 2 g of baked sterile sand and transferred to an RNase-free mortar. The samples were saturated with 1 ml of denaturing solution, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and ground until thawed. The process of freezing in liquid nitrogen and grinding until thawed was repeated twice. Ground samples were transferred to 50-ml polypropylene centrifuge tubes, frozen in liquid nitro-

FIG. 1. Schematic summary of the optimal protocol for simultaneous recovery of RNA and DNA from the same sample.
gen, and stored at 4°C until use. After addition of 9 ml of extraction buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate [pH 7.0], 100 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.0], 100 mM EDTA [pH 8.0], 1.5 M NaCl, 1% hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide [CTAB] and 2% SDS), the samples were incubated for 30 min at 65°C with gentle manual mixing every 10 min and centrifuged at 1,800 × g for 10 min. The supernatants were poured into prechilled tubes on ice containing 20 ml aliquots of 24:1 chloroform-isooamyl alcohol. The soil pellets were extracted two more times (optional) by adding 5 ml of extraction buffer, mixing for 10 s, incubating at 65°C for 10 min, and centrifuging as before. The combined supernatants were centrifuged at 1,800 × g for 20 min. The aqueous phase was transferred to a 50-ml Falcon Oak Ridge tube, precipitated with 0.6 volume of isopropl alcohol for 30 min at room temperature, and centrifuged at 16,000 × g for 20 min at 20 to 25°C. The crude nucleic acid pellets were suspended in 1 ml of DEPC-treated H2O and passed through 5 ml of a Sephadex G-75 resin slurry (Pharmacia, Piscataway, N.J.) by centrifugation at 750 × g (27).

Quantification of DNA and RNA. Nucleic acids were quantified with a PE Biosystems HTS 7000 BioAssay reader using clear flat-bottomed 96-well plates. Test plates were read from the bottom using a gain of 60 and an integration time of 60 μs. Purified RNA samples were quantified in ethidium bromide (10 μg ml⁻¹) by comparing emission at 695 nm against that of a serial twofold dilution of yeast RNA type III (Aldrich, St. Louis, Mo.) ranging from 1 μg to 5 mg ml⁻¹. DNA samples were quantified against a serial twofold dilution of Escherichia coli DNA type VIII (Aldrich) ranging from 1 μg to 1 mg ml⁻¹. Background signal intensity was subtracted using the mean for three wells having only distilled water added to the ethidium bromide solution.

PCR amplification and reverse transcription. Two micrograms of total DNAse I-treated RNA was reverse transcribed using the reverse complementary primer G5a (5'-GAT GCC GCC GAT GTA GGA 3') for the subbacterial glnA (glutamine synthetase) gene with 200 U of Superscript II RNAse H⁻ reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies) in a total volume of 20 μl. Aliquots (2 μl) of the reverse transcription products were used for PCR amplification in PCR buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris [pH 9.0], 0.1% Triton X-100, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mg of bovine serum albumin ml⁻¹) with 10 pmol each of conserved primers G5a and G5b (5'- AAG ACC GCC ACC TTT ATG CC 3'), which generate a 153- or 156-bp fragment of the glnA gene. PCR amplification conditions consisted of disassociation at 94°C for 30 s, annealing at 60°C for 1 min, and extension at 72°C for 1 min for 30 cycles, followed by a final extension at 72°C for 7 min using a GeneAmp PCR System 9700 thermal cycler (PE Biosystems, Foster City, Calif.). The purity of the DNA was also examined by PCR amplification of 16S rRNA genes (49) and nitrite reductase genes (6).

Microarray hybridization. DNA microarrays for monitoring bacteria involved in nitrogen cycling were constructed (L. Y. Wu, D. Thompson, G.-S. Li, R. Hurt, J. M. Tiedje, and J.-Z. Zhou, submitted for publication), including heme-containing nitrite reductase (nirK), copper-containing nitrite reductase (nirS), and ammonia and methane monoxygenase (amoA and pmoA) genes from pure cultures (22 nirS genes, 9 nirK genes, and 4 amoA genes), and those cloned from marine sediments (27 nirS genes, 9 nirK genes, and 18 pmoA genes): 16S rRNA genes from 10 denitrifiers and five yeast genes were used as positive and negative controls. Microarray fabrication was carried out as described elsewhere (Wu et al., submitted). Purified RNA (2.5 μg) was labeled in a total volume of 40 μl with 1 U of RNase inhibitor (Life Technologies) μl⁻¹; 400 U of Super Script II reverse transcriptase; 0.5 mM dATP, dGTP, and dTTP, 0.125 mM dCTP; and 1 mM Cy5-dCTP (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, N.J.). The reaction mixtures were incubated for 1 h at 42°C. Labeled cDNA was purified using Sephadex G-50 molecular exclusion resin (Pharmacia), concentrated in a SpeedVac at 40°C for 1 min for 30 cycles, followed by a decreasing the incubation time at 65°C from 2 to 1 h (data not shown). RNA damage was observed for all treatments with various concentrations of proteinase K, indicating that the pretreatment with proteinase K did not protect RNA from degradation. None of the other modifications tested such as salt concentration and alternative detergents improved RNA quality.

RESULTS

Soil properties. The physical and chemical properties of the soils and sediments used in this study were diverse (Table 1). Soils and sediments were classified as loam, sandy loam, silt loam, sandy clay, or clay, with clay contents ranging from 0.5 to 55.5%. The percentage of carbon varied from 2.1 to 41.2. Soil pH ranged from 3.7 to 7.7. A-horizon soils collected at the Walker Branch, Noland Creek, Rattlebox Creek, and WAG-5 sites during August and September of 1998 had a moisture content of 20% ± 12.9%, while the A-horizon samples collected in eastern Tennessee during the spring of 1998 had a moisture content of 36% ± 19% (means ± standard deviations).

Optimization of buffer composition and extraction conditions. Extraction conditions were optimized for RNA stability with a pure culture by varying individual components of the procedure. The intactness of extracted RNA was improved by reducing the pH of the extraction buffer from 8.0 to 7.0 and decreasing the incubation time at 65°C from 2 to 1 h (data not shown). RNA damage was observed for all treatments with various concentrations of proteinase K, indicating that the pretreatment with proteinase K did not protect RNA from degradation. None of the other modifications tested such as salt concentration and alternative detergents improved RNA quality.

Effects of cell lysis methods on RNA recovery. The effects of lysis methods on RNA stabilization were compared by using soil sample KA (Fig. 2A). While RNA was degraded in the treatments without a denaturing solution (lane 1 to 6), visible 16S and 23S RNA bands were observed for the treatments with a denaturing solution (lanes 7 to 12). This suggested that the presence of denaturants during grinding is essential for RNA stabilization. Also, the quantity of recovered DNA from the treatments without denaturants (lanes 1 to 6) was considerably less than that recovered with denaturants (lanes 7 to 12). No significant differences in both RNA and DNA quality and quantity were observed between the treatments with freeze-thawing (lanes 7 to 9) and without freeze-thawing (lanes 10 to 12).

Separation of RNA from DNA and purification. Total crude extracts from the KA soil sample (Fig. 2A, lanes 10 to 12) were selected for evaluating separation procedures because the dark color of the crude nucleic acid suspension suggested a high organic contaminant content. While Trizol reagent yielded reasonable RNA recovery (Fig. 2B, lanes 4 to 6), the band intensity of RNA obtained with the Qiagen system was greater (Fig. 2B, lanes 10 to 12). Also, most of the visible discoloring organic contaminants cofractionated with the RNA by the Trizol method, but much less cofractionated with the Qiagen RNA-DNA isolation system.

Substantially less DNA was recovered with Trizol reagent than with the Qiagen system (Fig. 2B, lanes 7 to 9 and 13 to 18). DNA recovered using Trizol was difficult to resuspend, so that no or poorly soluble DNA was obtained (lanes 7 to 9). Although more DNA was recovered with the Qiagen system than with Trizol reagent, much of the high-molecular-weight DNA eluted with the flowthrough that is discarded according to the manufacturer’s protocol. This is likely due to the interference of organic contaminants with DNA binding to anion exchange resins. The DNA in the flowthrough was recovered by precipitation and combined with the DNA eluted from the column. Based on both RNA and DNA quality and quantity, the Qiagen system was selected for later studies.

It was not clear whether RNA contaminated with organic matter could be effectively separated from DNA using the Qiagen system. The DNA fraction that bound to Qiagen resin (Fig. 2B, lanes 13 to 18) contained low-molecular-weight nucleic acids that could be sheared DNA or organic contaminants complexed with RNA. We examined both the flowthrough and...
column DNA for sensitivity to nucleases. RNase-free DNase I treatment completely eliminated the nucleic acid present in both the flowthrough and resin-binding fractions, while treatment with DNase-free RNase A resulted in no change in the appearance of the nucleic acids from either fraction indicating that the low molecular weight nucleic acids were primarily DNA.

**RNA purification.** Five different methods were compared for further RNA purification. Both Qiagen and SV total RNA purification systems removed the majority of the brown color from the soil RNA fractions. The RNA Tack, NucleoBond, and Sephadex G-75 resins were less effective. The soil RNA purified using the Qiagen system and the SV Total RNA isolation system supported reverse transcription and PCR amplification (data not shown). However, the quantity of RNA recovered using the SV Total RNA isolation system was substantially less than that recovered using the Qiagen system. Therefore, the Qiagen system was selected for RNA purification.

**Extraction of RNA and DNA from diverse soils and sediments.** The optimized method was evaluated with 19 soils and sediments of diverse composition (Table 1). 23S and 16S bands were observed for the majority of the soil samples, indicating that the soil RNA was effectively protected from enzymatic degradation (Fig. 3 [not all data are shown]). However, the 23S bands were not more intense than the 16S band, as would be expected for optimal rRNA stoichiometry, suggesting that minor degradation of RNA had occurred for these samples. Similar to our previous study (49), most of the soil DNA fragments were larger than 23 kb.

Because fluorometric and absorbance measurements of nucleic acid samples contaminated with humic acid-like materials are unreliable (8, 23, 27, 32, 35), the concentrations listed in Table 1 were measured after purification of the samples. The average DNA yields ranged from 23 to 435 ng of DNA g (dry weight) of soil^{-1}. The average RNA yield for samples varied from 1.4 to 56.1 ng of RNA g of soil^{-1}. The variation in DNA and RNA recovery among these samples was as high as one-fold for some soils. This could be due to the heterogeneity of microbial populations and/or to losses during fractionation and purification. Less variation was observed for stream sediments. Among the A-horizon soil samples, significant relationships were observed between RNA yield and moisture content ($R = 0.71; P = 0.02$), and between RNA yield and DNA yield ($R = 0.71; P = 0.02$).

The mRNA extracted and purified from most of the samples supported reverse transcription and PCR amplification. A 153- and/or 156-bp PCR product of the bacterial glutamine synthetase gene $glnA$ (Fig. 4A) was routinely reverse transcribed and amplified from all of the soil and sediment RNA samples except for stream sediment MC-S1 and the ND-A3 and RC-A2 A-horizon soils. Measurable $glnA$ amplification did not occur for purified RNA that was not reverse transcribed (Fig. 4B). Densitometry showed that the extent of product formation in the negative control reactions (Fig. 4B) could contribute to no more than 0.8% of the signal intensities recovered by reverse
transcription-PCR shown in Fig. 4A. Primers for the copper nitrite reductase gene (nirK) also produced the expected PCR product after reverse transcription. All DNA samples purified by this method have supported PCR amplification of the glnA gene (Fig. 4C), the nirK gene, the nirS gene, the amoA gene, the sulfite reductase gene, and the 16S gene (data not shown).

The quality of the DNA and RNA extracted from the soil and stream sediment samples shown in Fig. 3 was further examined using microarray hybridization. The purified DNA and cDNA prepared from isolated RNA hybridized well with functional gene microarrays for all of the samples of different physical and chemical characteristics. The hybridization patterns between the DNA (gene content) and RNA (gene activity) were similar but were different with respect to specific spot intensity (data not shown). No hybridization was observed with the negative yeast gene controls on the microarrays. These data provide strong evidence indicating that the recovered mRNA can support reverse transcription and that recovered RNA and DNA were both of suitable purity for microarray hybridization analysis.

Comparison of different methods for DNA recovery efficiency. The DNA yields from soils and sediments reported here are substantially higher than those reported in other studies (9, 23, 30, 40, 49). This could be due to differences in cell lysis efficiency, protection of nucleic acids from nuclease degradation, and/or the biological activity of the samples used in the analysis. To determine whether the current procedure is more effective for recovering nucleic acids, DNA was extracted from the KA soil sample by the current method, our previous DNA extraction method (49), and a bead milling procedure (MoBio, Solana Beach, Calif.). The DNA yield by our current extraction procedure was 205.9 ± 34.4 μg g⁻¹ soil, and by our previous DNA extraction procedure the yield was 154.6 ± 59.2 μg g⁻¹ soil. Also, the current procedure yielded an average of 68% more DNA than a commercial bead milling method (122.6 ± 44.4 μg g⁻¹ soil⁻¹). DNA recovered by the bead milling procedure ranged in size from 4 to 9 kb, whereas the bulk of the DNA recovered by our method is larger than 23 kb. These results suggest that this method is more effective than our previous method and the commercially available bead milling method with regard to total nucleic acids yield.

**DISCUSSION**

A key step for culture-independent nucleic acid approaches is the direct extraction of nucleic acids from environmental matrices. The parameters critical to effective recovery of nucleic acids include the efficiency of cell lysis, efficiency of nucleic acid recovery after lysis, and purification from contaminating humic acid-like organic matter (41, 46, 49). Although many methods have been published and successfully used, the effective recovery of nucleic acids from environmental samples, particularly from soils, is still a challenge.
Advantages of the method. Compared to other methods, the main advantages of this method are as follows.

(i) RNA stabilization. Obtaining a high quality RNA sample (i.e., mRNA) is critical for using RNA as an indicator of activity. The method we have presented here allows us to obtain high-quality RNA. The obtained RNA is pure enough for enzymatic manipulation.

(ii) Simultaneous extraction. Most of the current methods recover DNA and RNA separately either from replicate soil samples (5, 32) or from separate fractions of crude extracts (9, 47) using RNase or DNase treatments. Although these methods were described as simultaneous, they are not really simultaneous, because to obtain RNA (or DNA), the DNA (or RNA) in the fraction of the crude extract is destroyed by enzymes and, thus, lost. Such methods could not be used when the samples are limited in quantity. Although CsCl-based ultracentrifugation procedures (38) allow recovery of both mRNA and DNA from the same fraction of crude extract, the methods are time-consuming, and the RNA fractions were not demonstrated to routinely support enzymatic manipulation.

(iii) High-molecular-weight DNA. High-molecular-weight DNA is one of the important criteria for environmental studies because sheared community DNA is not suitable for cloning and can cause PCR amplification artifacts (17, 39). In contrast to the commercial bead milling-based methods, the method presented here is consistently able to recover high-molecular-weight DNA (>23 kb).

(iv) DNA yield. The DNA yields from soils and sediments reported in Table 1 are substantially higher than those reported in other studies (9, 23, 30, 40, 49). Comparative studies with the same soil samples indicated that the method presented in this study is more effective than our previous method (50) and a commercially available bead milling method.

(v) Robustness and reliability. This extraction and purification protocol has been evaluated with more than 20 diverse soil and sediment samples presented in this study and with more than 50 samples that were not presented.

(vi) Comprehensiveness. The presented methods were developed systematically by considering all of the criteria mentioned in the introduction. The method presented here does meet these requirements, although not perfectly. To our knowledge, no other method has been evaluated and developed based on all the above-mentioned important criteria and with so many different samples.

Our previous studies (49) showed that the combination of mechanical, physical, and chemical methods efficiently recovers high-molecular-weight DNA from soils of diverse composition. Although some comparative tests such as direct bacterial counts have not been performed in this study, the current procedure was demonstrated to be at least as effective as our previous extraction method with regard to cell lysis, and such comparative tests had been performed for the previous extraction method (49). Because nuclease activities are minimized at the beginning of the extraction process, the present protocol should be more effective than our previous method with regard to nucleic acids stabilization.

The key difference between the present procedure and our previous method is that sample grinding is performed at a temperature below 0°C in a denaturing solution to immediately inactivate both cellular (36) and extracellular nuclease activities. Moreover, both our current and previous grinding-SDS-based extraction procedures are more effective than the bead milling method. One reason could be that grinding is more efficient than bead milling for homogenizing soils, releasing bacteria bound to soil colloids, and mechanically disrupting the cell wall. Because grinding seems to be the most-efficient lysis treatment available today (13), the combination of grinding-based chemical lysis and SDS-based chemical lysis methods should be effective for most nucleic acid-based environmental studies, especially for the studies in which microbial community diversity or structure is of particular interest. The DNA from all of the soils and sediments examined can be amplified and hybridized. Although RNA purified from most of these samples could be reverse transcribed and amplified, some variation in RNA purity was observed. For example, the RNA isolated from samples ND-A3, RC-A1, and RC-A2 was difficult to purify, and the purified RNA samples could not be routinely reverse transcribed and amplified. We found that a second purification using a Qiagen column improved the purity but resulted in some RNA loss.

Similar to the results reported by Picard et al. (33), small amounts of nucleic acids were still recovered after the second and even the third wash. Thus, repeated washings of the soil pellets appeared to be necessary to obtain maximum recovery. However, this may depend on soil types. For some soils, repeated washings could be omitted. Also, if the samples are heavily contaminated with humic substances, as indicated by the dark color of the samples, effective RNA separation from DNA might be difficult using Qiagen anion exchange resin. Additional steps before RNA and DNA separation may be necessary. After suspending the RNA-DNA pellets in 1 ml of water, we found that passing the samples through Sephadex G-75 and then suspending the samples in extraction buffer (1:9, vol/vol), followed by chloroform extraction and alcohol precipitation, facilitated the separation of RNA from DNA and improved the purity of the final product. This is likely because humic substances may interfere with RNA and DNA binding to the resin.

For separating RNA from DNA, anion exchange resins worked better than pH-based differential organic extraction. Because organic contaminants may inhibit DNA binding to Qiagen resin, a substantial proportion of the DNA remains in the flowthrough even if the resin binding capacity is not exceeded. However, the DNA that remained in the flowthrough could be recovered by precipitation. Damage to the RNA fraction was minimal with the Qiagen RNA-DNA isolation system as judged by a comparison of 16S and 23S band intensities in agarose gels before and after separation (Fig. 2). If quantitative recovery of the RNA fraction is not particularly important, Trizol reagent is useful, because it is quicker and less expensive than commercially available anion exchange reagent systems.

The method for simultaneous recovery of RNA and DNA described here offers the potential for using mRNA/DNA ratios (11, 28, 33) for comparing the differences of microbial activities among different samples. For measuring gene expression levels in environmental samples, the recovery efficiency of RNA and DNA from a sample must be known. However, evaluating DNA and mRNA recovery from indigenous soils is extremely difficult and challenging with currently available
technology, because nucleic acid recovery depends on soil texture, composition, contaminants, and the interactions between soils and microorganisms, which may lead to differential nucleic acids adsorption (11, 15, 31, 37). There are two main approaches to evaluate nucleic acid recovery from soils. One is a $^{32}$P-based radioactive approach. One can seed a known amount of radiolabeled DNA and mRNA prior to extraction and then evaluate how much labeled nucleic acid is recovered to estimate the recovery efficiency of nucleic acids from the samples. However, this approach is not amenable to this extraction procedure because of the difficulty with effective shielding and contamination of equipment such as mortars, pestles, and spatulas that are used during the grinding process. Also, due to safety issues, the recovered DNA and mRNA with $^{32}$P-labeled nucleic acids have very limited use and could not be used routinely. An alternative approach is to use fluorescence detection methods by seeding known amounts of fluorescence-labeled nucleic acids and then calculating the recovery efficiency based on the recovered fluorescence-labeled nucleic acids. Because of the interference of humic acid-like materials and stability of the dyes, the results are generally not reliable and reproducible. A reliable robust procedure for routinely estimating recovery efficiency needs to be developed and validated.
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